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COVID-19 Coronavirus Disease 2019 
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USDA United States Department of Agriculture 
WFK West Fork Kickapoo 
WFPO Watershed and Flood Prevention Operations Program 
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1 Introduction 
 Purpose of a Scoping Report 

The purpose of this Scoping Summary Report is to document the scoping process for a 
Watershed Project Plan – Environmental Impact Statement (PLAN-EIS) in both the Coon Creek 
(CC) and West Fork Kickapoo (WFK) watersheds.  

Scoping is a collaborative public involvement process implemented early in the National 
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) process. The purpose of the scoping process is to identify the 
issues to be addressed and to identify potentially significant issues related to the proposed 
alternatives. 

 Project Overview 
The original CC and WFK watershed project (work) plans were developed in 1958 and 1961, 
respectively, to reduce flood damages in the CC and WFK valleys. The need for a new watershed 
project plan arose from the failure of three CC dams and two WFK dams caused by intense 
rainfall, resulting in severe flooding, on August 27-28, 2018. Figure 1 and Figure 2 show the 
proposed CC and WFK project areas. 

Monroe, Vernon, and La Crosse Counties (Sponsors) requested assistance from the U.S. 
Department of Agriculture (USDA)-Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS) to re-plan 
the watersheds and identify alternatives to prevent or reduce flood damages. The PLAN-EIS is 
funded under the Consolidated Appropriations Act of 2019 and administered through the 
Watershed and Flood Prevention Operations Program (WFPO).  

The NRCS is the lead federal agency for the PLAN-EIS. M&E Consultants will prepare the 
PLAN-EIS in cooperation with NRCS and the Sponsors. The United States Army Corps of 
Engineers (USACOE), United States Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS), Environmental 
Protection Agency (EPA), Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources (DNR), and Wisconsin 
Department of Agriculture, Trade and Consumer Protection  (DATCP) have specific expertise or 
jurisdiction by law over the proposed actions will be formally invited to be cooperating agencies 

Current watershed planning includes inventory and analysis of existing environmental and 
socioeconomic conditions with regard to flooding; and the effectiveness of the original project 
measures over the last 63 years. The results of these analyses will be documented in the PLAN-
EIS and will provide the context for determining the environmental, economic, and social effects 
of considered alternatives. 

Scoping is a public involvement process used to identify problems, concerns, and opportunities 
associated with proposed actions and to determine the scope of issues to be addressed. 
Comments received for the CC and WFK watershed project plans will be used to assist in the 
following. 

1. Identify potential environmental issues related to a proposed action. 
2. Identify those elements of the environment that could be affected by a proposed action. 
3. Formulate new or modify current alternatives for a proposed action. 
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A second scoping and public comment opportunity will be available after alternative 
development and prior to commencement of the environmental analysis. The results of the 
seconds scoping will be documented through the NEPA process and presented in the Draft 
PLAN-EIS for public comment. 

 Description of the Scoping Process 
As part of the scoping process for the Watershed Project Plan, two presentations were held in the 
CC study area in Coon Valley, Wisconsin, and two were held in the WFK study area in Cashton, 
Wisconsin. These meetings were advertised in a press release, mailing list and project website. 
Notification materials are described in the sections below and included in Appendix A. 
Project Website 

NRCS has developed a website to provide updated information on the project: 
https://www.wfkandccwatersheds.com. It provides background information, a description of the 
project, and information on public involvement. The website also allows visitors to submit 
comments and questions regarding the projects. 
Press Release 

On August 7, 2020, NRCS distributed a press release titled “Public Meeting Notice” to the 
papers of record for the three counties and to other interested media outlets in and around the 
project area. The press release provided the dates and venues for the scoping presentations, 
briefly described the project, and explained the various methods for submitting comments. Local 
public news outlets, including the Monroe County Herald and La Crosse Tribune advertised the 
meetings.  
Project Distribution List 

On September 9, 2020, NRCS sent an email letter to interested parties announcing the scoping 
meetings and requesting public comment on the watershed planning project components. 
Preliminary Scoping Meetings 

The four open houses were held at the following dates, times, and locations: 

1. CC: September 17, 2020, 10:00 a.m. and 6:30 p.m., Coon Valley Legion Hall, 105 Park 
Street, Coon Valley, Wisconsin 54623 

2. WFK: September 16, 2020, 1:00 p.m. and 6:30 p.m., Cashton Community Hall, 812 Main 
Street, Cashton, Wisconsin 54619 

Because of Coronavirus (COVID-19) restrictions, meetings were also hosted live via Microsoft 
Teams to allow members of the public to participate virtually. Virtual participants were advised 
that comments posed virtually via Microsoft Teams were not retained for the record. Virtual 
attendees were directed to submit comments for the record through the methods described in 
Section 2.1. 

Notification materials requesting public comment are included in Appendix A and all comments 
received as of the date of this scoping summary report are included in Appendix B. 

https://www.wfkandccwatersheds.com/
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2 Scoping Results 
 Method of Comment Collection and Analysis 

NRCS provided opportunity for public comment on the direction of watershed planning through 
multiple methods. 

• Written comments were collected at the four public presentations 

• Comments were mailed to the consultant team assisting NRCS at Attn: Keri Hill, Senior 
Project Manager, Sundance Consulting, Inc., 305 N. 3rd Avenue, Suite B, Pocatello, 
Idaho 83201 

• Comments were submitted via email to khill@sundance-inc.net 

• Comments were submitted via telephone to (208) 274-9004 

• Comments submitted online on the project website 
https://www.wfkandccwatersheds.com/. 

Comments were accepted through September 30; however, due to additional public interest after 
the public presentations, the deadline was extended to October 16, 2020. All comments were 
reviewed to identify specific issues or concerns. Each comment was categorized based on the 
primary and secondary purpose for which the comment was provided, such as to offer a 
suggestion or to make a general statement. During the analysis of potential alternatives and 
environmental impacts, the NRCS will consider the issues brought forward in these comments. 

 Summary of the Public Comments Received 
In total, 33 comments were received. Specifically, 7 comments refer to the CC Watershed, 10 
comments refer to the WFK Watershed, and the remaining 16 comments refer to both the CC 
and WFK watershed. 
Comments Received at the Open Houses 

Based on the number of attendees on the sign-in sheets, 20 people attended the CC morning 
presentation, while 24 people attended virtually. Six people attended the CC evening 
presentation, while seven people attended virtually. Four written comments were submitted at the 
CC presentations. 

 Eleven people attended the WFK morning presentation in person, while 29 people attended 
virtually. Ten people attended the WFK evening presentation, while nine people attended 
virtually. Two written comments were submitted at the WFK presentations. 
Comments Submitted Outside of the Open Houses  

Twenty-eight sets of comments were submitted outside of the open houses via the project 
website and email. No comments were received via U.S. mail. All comments were submitted by 
private citizens or local organizations. Some comments received by email included a separate 
attached document. 

mailto:khill@sundance-inc.net
https://www.wfkandccwatersheds.com/
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 Summary of Comments and Issues 
Comments were categorized by watershed and environmental concern. Comments were assigned 
a primary and secondary purpose depending on the type of comment.  

Figure 3 illustrates the breakdown of comments by their associated watershed.  

  
 
Figure 3. Number of comments per watershed 
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Figure 4 illustrates the breakdown of comments by their primary and secondary purpose.  

 

 
Figure 4. Summary of Comment Purpose 
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wings and walls below the stream bed by 8 feet. You could allow the water to flow and 
eliminate the rip rap. 

• (Both watersheds) Comment #13: I AM NOT in favor of squandering more taxpayer 
dollars on building/maintaining artificial dams on Vernon County streams. It's a waste of 
money. 

• (Both watersheds) Comment #14: Those dams are obsolete. Time to remove them and 
think about better flood management methods. 

• (Both watersheds) Comment #15: It's ironic that part of the reason dams are built is to 
prevent or mitigate flooding, and yet all over the country, the worst flooding is often 
caused by dam failure. Dams as a flood control method *are* a failure, in that their long-
term effectiveness is not reliable. The kinds of damage, repair, and maintenance make 
them not an expensive solution, but really not a solution, because sometimes maintenance 
issues aren't identified until after a breach.  I believe we should remove dams and repair 
wetlands, which are the time-tested natural way of dealing with flooding. 

• (Both watersheds) Comment #16: The dams should be repaired or rebuilt. 
• (Both watersheds) Comment #17: Wide connected riparian corridors planted to deep-

rooted natives should be central to the ultimate plan. Restoration of oak woodlands 
upslope, where historically water infiltration was greatest, should also be incentivized. 
Flood mitigation should focus on such “soft” conservation practices and not solely on 
dam replacement and relocation. 

• (Both watersheds) Comment #19: I live in Liberty township and have installed on my 
property a structure that has shown itself to significantly decrease the impact major rain 
events will have on the surrounding area… I believe it would be well worth the time to 
review: What I did, why I did it, how I did it and how it might help in the overall fixing 
of the problems. 

• (Both watersheds) Comment #20: As to any structures built, I would suggest using non 
erodible materials. At least for spill ways. Also, it does not need to be solid all the way 
through but, rather the surface that the water contacts. Materials like concrete canvas 
would work well. 

• (Both watersheds) Comment #21: I believe it will be in our best interest to focus on 
working with the water rather than against it. There is much to be learned from 
indigenous practices. And far less costly. Therefore, I urge you to research and develop 
strategies that fall under this heading: *Upland watershed treatments to reduce runoff 
(e.g. land cover, multiple smaller storage structures, etc.). I think our time for dams may 
be running out. We tried and failed. Let us look into new/old approaches. 

• (CC) Comment #22: Rulland Coulee Creek should be reshaped into natural S curves and 
planted with river trees (cottonwood and willows) so the flood waters would be slowed 
down by the S curves and the debris in the flood would be collected by the trees and the 
debris would not end up on and clogging the bridges. 

• (CC) Comment #24: Stream restoration work on Rigdon’s property is in progress, but 
will this effort be expanded to other parts of the valley in the future?  The current stream 
bed is very wide with multiple channels throughout the valley.  It would be wonderful to 
create a single, narrower channel to improve the fishery. 
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Socioeconomics 

Comments on socioeconomics were concerned with the cost incurred on both upstream and 
downstream landowners from failure of the dams as well as from possible alternatives. 
Comments emphasized the consideration of both the cost and benefit of either removal or repair 
of the dam structures.  

• (Both watersheds) Comment #4: The landowners on the ridge should be given a tax 
break to construct earthen dams to hold back rainwater runoff from their land. 

• (WFK) Comment #6: This proposal should include technical service providers and 
funding for landowners to implement practices to slow and filter runoff. Creating 
reservoirs creates problems and maintenance needs these counties can’t afford. 

• (CC) Comment #11: Municipalities should be allowed or required to direct the stream 
under the center of the bridge. Now all municipalities through bridge inspections are 
required to replace rip rap. It’s an additional cost we do not need. 

• (Both watersheds) Comment #16: If economical, as compared to the value of protecting 
life, crops, buildings, roads and bridges, and also of the property tax revenue from 
downstream properties that would be removed from the tax role if the dams are removed.  

• (Both watersheds) Comment #18: I believe that further consideration needs to be given 
to the people upstream from these dams. It is hard to believe that the dams holding back 
the water in a flood event doesn't affect their land. While I understand the desire to slow 
down the flood events, it creates a huge potential liability downstream (failure of the 
dams – which has happened), and I believe unavoidable consequences to the people 
upstream. As somebody that lives upstream from a dam (not on these creeks, upstream 
from Runge Hollow on the north fork of the Bad Axe) I live with the hydraulic footprint 
that a dam creates in a flooding event. I think the benefit, cost and detriment need to be 
considered more fully, not just the benefit from what a dam can do. 

• (WFK) Comment #27: Has there been an economic study of the devastation of private 
and public land from the dams failing? 

Biological Resources: Fish 

Fish habitat was a concern both for private citizens who participate in, or have business related 
to, the recreational fishing industry in the area. Specific concerns related to fish as a biological 
resource are listed below.  

• (WFK) Comment #28: This is regarding the location of the Fish Habitats placed in the 
West Fork of the Kickapoo.  Greg Wahl and other landowners also installed LUNKER 
Structures for Fish Habitat, there are miles of Fish Habitat on the west fork of the Kick. 

• (WFK) Comment #29: I think you should keep Seas Branch Pond at the lowest possible 
normal level. No one fishes there. As it is now, I feel it warms and clouds the water 
flowing out of it. In the last two years, the predominant population of brook trout below 
the dam has disappeared. You have lost extraordinary brook trout water. 

• (WFK) Comment #29: The stream decline and needs for work at the West Fork Sports 
Club are a shame to what was once the most famous stretch of trout stream in Wisconsin. 
Please help this organization improve the stream within its grounds. 
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Transportation and Infrastructure 

Transportation and infrastructure comments are listed below.  

• (CC) Comment #23: After the flood of 2018 I heard a lot of comments that the bridge on 
Highway 14 by Coon Valley is too small and acts like a dam in big floods. Is the 
Highway 14 bridge going to be redesigned to accommodate large floods in the future? 

• (CC) Comment #24: Are there plans to restore the outlet of the Luckasson Dam (CC 21) 
through the valley paralleling Oboe Avenue that was badly washed out in the flood? 

Recreation 

Recreation was often linked to fish as a biological resource, as commentors were concerned with 
how impacted fish habitat might negatively affect recreational fishing in the area. 

• (WFK) Comment #30: The jersey valley dam, if repaired should be left empty. No lake. 
These dams were for flood control not recreation. The Primmer, Yittri dam as all the 
dams should not have water behind them year-round. Keep the drains clean. 

Wetlands 

Comments related to wetlands are listed below.  

• (WFK) Comment #6: Wetland restoration throughout the watershed would benefit air 
quality, water quality, rare species, recreation, scenic views, climate resiliency, and 
biodiversity. This area historically had no lakes or ponds. 

• (Both watersheds) Comment #12: I think we should look higher in the watershed to 
help prevent flooding impacts by improving soil health, increasing best management 
practices, improving floodplain/riparian areas, and wetlands. 

• (Both watersheds) Comment #12: I don’t think earth dams are the answer to this 
problem. I know there have been homes that had to be lifted after these dams went out 
because the water table has risen over the years.  We’ve really observed an increase in 
wetlands around the Chaseburg area.  We saw changes starting after the 2007 flood. 

• (Both watersheds) Comment #15: I believe we should remove dams and repair 
wetlands, which are the time-tested natural way of dealing with flooding. 

Water Quality 

• (Both watersheds) Comment #5: My concern is that there is no mention or concern 
expressed by you with runoff, pollution etc. from the hundreds of golf courses in 
Wisconsin, or contamination from fertilizers and weed killers used on thousands of lawns 
in cities and in the country as well. I do not like that Agriculture is given the “black eye” 
way too often, when they are not alone in this problem and cannot be expected to “fix” it 
alone either.  

Land Use  

Land Use received the second highest number of comments. Comments often focused on 
farming practices in the area. 

• (Both watersheds) Comment #4: The landowners also should be required to go back to 
contour farming and having a hayfield midway or lower in the contour farming. 
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• (Both watersheds) Comment #5: I see where there are concerns with water runoff, 
silting, pollution etc. from agriculture. I know there is a need for farmers to return to 
“strip cropping” and “water ways” in this area. 

• (CC) Comment #9: The land in the Driftless Area is not meant for row crops in certain 
areas. For example, farmers that plant corn and soybeans on steep inclines…BAD! 
Planting parallel to inclines is not a sound practice. In this watershed, you can see many 
areas (row crops) where erosion is a major problem. 

• (CC) Comment #9: Farming practices need to change. Serious considerations must be 
implemented to change farming practices in compromised areas. Areas not suitable for 
row crops must be prohibited! 

• (Both watersheds) Comment #12: I think we should look higher in the watershed to 
help prevent flooding impacts by improving soil health, increasing best management 
practices, improving floodplain/riparian areas, and wetlands.  I know a lot of the contour 
strips are gone that used to be in the watershed (especially after the work in the 30’s and 
40’s done by Aldo Leopold/Hugh Hammond Bennett’s staff). 

• (Both watersheds) Comment #15: We need zoning restrictions on wetland areas. Maybe 
grandfather some of them in but let’s start protecting, restoring, and respecting our 
wetlands. 

• (Both watersheds) Comment #17: My sincere hope is that land use practices which 
reduce erosion and increase water infiltration in the entire watershed will find a central 
place in the ultimate recommendations. 

• (CC) Comment #25: The public input of the Coon Creek watershed planning process 
must consider the ecosystem services of voluntary land use practice improvements within 
the watershed. The original watershed plan took into consideration the impact of land-use 
decisions and made recommendations for voluntary land-use practices to be encouraged 
in the watershed as part of the original flood control measures. I believe it will be 
essential to take into consideration the ecosystem services of voluntary land use 
improvements, which can have significant impacts to water infiltration and slow water 
entering into all the water retention structures in the watershed. One strategy could be 
pursue forming a farmer-led watershed group to develop voluntary land use practice 
recommendations for landowners to help with flood control and prevention. 

• (WFK) Comment #30: Strip farming is gone. This has a lot to do with runoff and 
amount. We need to go back and look at what has changed in the areas. Better farming 
and better dam care. Go back to strips and water ways will help a lot. 

Climate Variability 

• (Both watersheds) Comment #14: Those dams are obsolete. Climate change is making 
southeast Wisconsin wetter. Time to remove them and think about better flood 
management methods. 

Other 

Other comments included requests for project information and general community concerns, as 
well as test comments or accidental comments. They are included below for informational 
purposes. 

• (Both watersheds) Comment #1: Test 
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• (Both watersheds) Comment #2: No comment, I’m a journalist that wants to keep on 
what's happening. 

• (Both watersheds) Comment #3: Please add me to you project updates. 
• (WFK) Comment #7: LOCAL EXPERIENCE: there is a concern that folks from outside 

the region may not be aware of the large body of experience of what works and what 
does not work in the Driftless Area. For example, CREP [Conservation Reserve 
Enhancement Program] is a federal program administered through NRCS and our local 
FSA [Farm Service Agency]. It originally required tree planting on stream banks, a 
practice that is exactly the opposite of what we now know to be the best management 
practice for our area. On the other hand, there are recent riparian projects in the area that 
have survived the floods with minimum negative impacts. Examples include the Weister 
Creek project on the Kickapoo Valley Reserve and rotation grazing project on Spring 
Coulee and Tainter Creek. 

• (WFK) Comment #7: Local data: There is over 30 years of water quality data on the 
DNR’s SWIMS database. Also, Discovery Farms recently completed an extensive study 
on the upper Westfork. 

• (Both watersheds) Comment #8: I want to subscribe to the project updates. 
• (Both watersheds) Comment #12: I am a Fish Habitat Biologist with the U.S. Fish & 

Wildlife Service, also Coordinator of Fishers & Farmers Partnership which works on fish 
habitat and water quality projects on private lands.  Projects include Prairie STRIPS 
[Science-based Trails of Rowcrops Integrated with Prairie Strips], rotational grazing, 
cover crop’s, floodplain restoration-oxbow/wetland restoration, instream habitat, 
bioreactors, WASCOBS [water and sediment control basins], (like a smaller earth dam) 
etc.  Fishers & Farmers works with local NGOs-TU, Valley Stewardship Network, MVC 
[Mississippi Valley Conservancy]/WI DNR [Wisconsin Department of Natural 
Resources]/Counties/NRCS on projects and has some funding for work on private lands.  
We are able to even do in field projects.  We also fund farmer-led groups and work on 
social projects (education and outreach).  I also grew up on the Coon Creek Watershed 
between Chaseburg & Coon Valley. 

• (WFK) Comment #26: How can we attend the meeting Sept 16th online?  Will there be 
a link? 

• (WFK) Comment #31: Please ignore/delete previous comment – I assumed there was an 
electronic survey per question. 

• (WFK) Comment #32: Opinions are my own, do not represent the Kickapoo Reserve 
Management nor Natural Resource Boards in this context. 

• (WFK) Comment #33: Comments are my own opinions and do not represent any public 
affiliations. 
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From: Keri Hill
To: Keri Hill
Cc: Becker, Steve - NRCS, Madison, WI; Matt Hanewall; Bob Micheel; Ben Wojahn
Subject: Public Scoping Meeting Notice for Watershed Planning
Date: Wednesday, September 2, 2020 11:11:28 AM
Attachments: image001.png

Meeting Notice.jpg

Good Afternoon,
 
La Crosse, Monroe, and Vernon Counties, WI, in partnership with the Natural Resources
Conservation Service (NRCS), are hosting public scoping meetings in the Coon Creek Watershed
and West Fork Kickapoo Watershed to gather input from watershed stakeholders on issues related to
flooding and the existing flood control dams. On behalf of the counties and NRCS, myself and our
consulting team are leading the public involvement, engineering and environmental compliance
efforts.
 
The need for watershed planning arises from the failure of five flood control dams during a heavy
storm on August 27-28, 2018. Before the Counties act on major repairs, replacement, relocation, or
removal of failed dams, they need to evaluate the environmental, economic, and social impacts of
the original watershed projects implemented between 1958 and 1971.
 
These public scoping meetings are part of a watershed planning process. The primary purpose for
planning is Flood Prevention or flood damage reduction. Subsidiary purposes of planning are
Watershed Protection to reduce excessive runoff, erosion, sediment, and agriculture-related
pollutants in the watershed; Fish and Wildlife to improve riparian habitats or the environment for
breeding, growth, and development of fish and wildlife; and Public Recreation to develop
reservoir(s) or other areas for public health, safety, and access.
 
The goal of these public scoping meetings is to ensure that all problems, opportunities, historical
studies, and current developments in these watersheds are brought forth so that the Counties can
pursue an efficient analysis of alternative plans for future flood prevention and flood damage
reduction measures.
 
You and/or your organization have been identified as a potential interested party in the West Fork
Kickapoo and Coon Creek Watersheds and we are interested in hearing from you.
 
Some important questions to consider include:

How do you feel about the original attempt to control flooding in the 1958 Watershed
Project?  
What are the major flooding problems that still exist in the valley?
What are the potential alternatives for solving these problems?
What concerns do you have with the repair, replacement, relocation, or removal of the failed
dams? 
What should be done if other dams fail or require major (costly) repairs?  

 
The West Fork Kickapoo Watershed meetings will be held on September 16th at the Cashton
Community Hall, 812 Main Street, Cashton, WI at 1:00pm and 6:30pm.
 
The Coon Creek Watershed meetings will be held on September 17th at the Coon Valley Legion
Hall, 105 Park St, Coon Valley, WI, at 10:00am and 6:30pm.
 
As of the publication of this notice, COVID-19 restrictions will include face masks and limited

mailto:khill@sundance-inc.net
mailto:khill@sundance-inc.net
mailto:/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=user32284443
mailto:mhanewall@lacrossecounty.org
mailto:Bob.Micheel@co.monroe.wi.us
mailto:bwojahn@vernoncounty.org




seating. Chairs will be spaced every six feet. Only one representative from each household should
attend in-person. Services for persons with disabilities will be made available if notice is received in
advance of the meeting by calling Keri Hill at (208) 274-9004.
 
Remote viewing of the live presentation will be available through Microsoft Teams; visit the project
website at www.wfkandccwatersheds.com for the web link and instructions. A virtual public meeting
walk through will also be available on the project website for those who cannot make the meeting
times.
 
Written comments will be accepted through 9/30/20 and recorded in the project record. Written
comments can be (i) submitted in-person at the meetings, (ii) submitted on the project website, (iii)
emailed to khill@sundance-inc.net, or (iv) mailed to Sundance Consulting, 305 N. 3rd Ave, Ste B,
Pocatello, ID 83201. Verbal comments may be left via voicemail at (208) 274-9004.
 
Please forward this message to anyone you feel may be interested in the project. If you would like to
be removed from the interested parties distribution list, please reply STOP to this email.
 
Thank you for your time.
 
Sincerely,
 

Keri Hill | Senior Project  Manager
Sundance Consulting Inc
Woman-Native American-Owned Small
Business

305 N  3rd Ave., Suite B | Pocatello, ID 83201 
(208) 274-9004 Direct | (208) 550-2056 Cell
www.sundance-inc.net

 

 
 
Please consider the environment before printing this e-mail
 
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE:
This message (including any attachments or enclosures) contains information that may be confidential and is
intended only for the use of the individual or entity named above. If you have received this communication in error,
please immediately notify me by return email and destroy the communication

 

http://www.wfkandccwatersheds.com/
http://www.sundance-inc.net/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/sundance-consulting-inc-/about/




PUBLIC MEETING NOTICE  La Crosse, Monroe, and Vernon Counties, WI, in partnership 
with the Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS), are hosting public scoping meetings 
in the Coon Creek Watershed and West Fork Kickapoo Watershed to gather input from 
watershed stakeholders on issues related to flooding and the existing flood control dams.  

The need for watershed planning arises from the failure of five flood control dams during a 
heavy storm on August 27-28, 2018.  Before the Counties take action on major repairs, 
replacement, relocation, or removal of failed dams, they need to evaluate the environmental, 
economic, and social impacts of the original watershed projects implemented between 1958 and 
1971.  

These public scoping meetings are part of a watershed planning process.  The primary purpose 
for planning is Flood Prevention or flood damage reduction. Subsidiary purposes of planning 
are Watershed Protection to reduce excessive runoff, erosion, sediment, and agriculture-related 
pollutants in the watershed; Public Fish and Wildlife to improve riparian habitats or the 
environment for breeding, growth, and development of fish and wildlife; and Public Recreation 
to develop reservoir(s) or other areas for public health, safety, and access.   

The goal of these public scoping meetings is to ensure that all problems, opportunities, historical 
studies, and current developments in these watersheds are brought to the public’s attention so 
that the Counties can pursue an efficient analysis of alternative plans for future flood prevention 
and flood damage reduction measures.  

The West Fork Kickapoo Watershed meetings will be held on September 16th at the Cashton 
Community Hall, 812 Main Street, Cashton, WI at 1pm and 6:30pm.  

The Coon Creek Watershed meetings will be held on September 17th at the Coon Valley Legion 
Hall, 105 Park St, Coon Valley, WI, at 10:00am and 6:30pm.  

As of the publication of this notice, COVID-19 restrictions will include face masks and limited 
seating. Chairs will be spaced every six feet. Only one representative from each household 
should attend in-person. Remote viewing of the live presentation will be available through 
Microsoft Teams; visit the project website at www.wfkandccwatersheds.com for the web link 
and instructions.  

Written comments will be accepted through 9/30/20 and recorded in the public record. Written 
comments can be (i) presented at the meetings, (ii) submitted through Microsoft Teams during 
the meetings, (iii) submitted on the project website, (iv) emailed to khill@sundance-inc.net, or 
(v) mailed to Sundance Consulting, 305 N. 3rd Ave, Ste B, Pocatello, ID 83201. Verbal 
comments may be left via voicemail at (208)274-9004.  

Services for persons with disabilities will be made available if notice is received in advance of 
the meeting by calling Keri Hill at (208)274-9004.  

http://www.wfkandccwatersheds.com/
mailto:khill@sundance-inc.net
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This appendix includes the comments received during the scoping process.  

 

 

 



Attachment B
Watershed Project Plan Comments

Comment 
Number

Commentor's 
Name

Affiliation
Comment 
Location

Comment 
Format

Associated 
Watershed

Comment 
Purpose

Secondary 
Purpose

Comment 
Date

Resource Area of 
Concern

Comment 

1 Keri Hill
Sundance 

Consulting, Inc.
Project Website Written Both n/a n/a 8/24/2020 Other test

2 LeeAnne Bulman Media Project Website Written Both Subscribe n/a 8/28/2020 Other No comment, I'm a journalist that wants to keep on what's happening.

3 Mark Rigatti
Sundance 

Consulting, Inc.
Project Website Written Both Subscribe n/a 9/2/2020 Other Please add me to you project updates

4 David Stakston n/a Project Website Written Both Suggestion n/a 9/14/2020
Socioeconomics; 

Land Use

The landowners on the ridge should be given a tax break to construct earthen dams to 
hold back rain water runoff  from their land. The landowners also should be required to 
go back to contour farming and having a hayfield midway or lower in the contour fa

5 Hazel Cornell n/a Email Written Both General n/a 9/14/2020
Water Quality; 

Land Use

Ms. Hill: I see where there are concerns with water runoff, silting, pollution etc. from 
agriculture. I know there is a need for farmers to return to "strip cropping" and "water 
ways" in this area. My concern is that there is no mention or concern express

6 Anonymous n/a Open House Written
West Fork 
Kickapoo

Suggestion General 9/16/2020
Socioeconomic; 

Wetlands

Land use watershed-wide impacts the ability of any future structure to succeed. This 
proposal should include technical service providers and funding for landowners to 
implement practices to slow and filter runoff. Wetland restoration throughout the waters

7 Paul Hayes Landowner Open House Written
West Fork 
Kickapoo

Suggestion General 9/16/2020
Alternatives and 

Construction; 
Other

BACKGROUND: Our family owns a 240 acres farm on the Westfork of the Kickapoo at 
County P. The farm is about 100 yards downstream from the confluence of the Westfork 
and Knapp Creek and incurred significant damage from the failure of the Jersey Valley and 

8 Daniel R. Cook n/a Project Website Written Both Subscribe n/a 9/17/2020 Other I want to subscribe to the project updates.
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Comment 
Number
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Name

Affiliation
Comment 
Location

Comment 
Format
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Watershed

Comment 
Purpose

Secondary 
Purpose

Comment 
Date

Resource Area of 
Concern

Comment 

9 Anonymous n/a Open House Written Coon Creek General Suggestion 9/17/2020 Land use
The land in the Driftless Area is not meant for row crops in certain areas. For example, 
farmers that plant corn and soybeans on steep inclines…BAD! Planting parallel to inclines 
is not a sound practice. In this watershed, you can see many areas (row crop

10 Anonymous n/a Open House Written Coon Creek Suggestion General 9/17/2020
Alternatives and 

Construction

We should understand the impact of ag practices on water retention and promote flood 
resistant solutions and promote better water infiltration. Thanks for all your hard work, 
very interesting!

11 Anonymous n/a Open House Written Coon Creek Suggestion General 9/17/2020
Alternatives and 

Construction; 
Socioeconomic

Bridge design - Currently, replacing a bridge they put in steel pilings to bedrock. Wings 
and walls go to ground level. Then they put rip rap to protect the walls. To me that rip rap 
restricts 1/3 of your flow. I would like to see a bridge with wings and 

12 Heidi Keuler
Fish and Wildlife 

Service
Project Website Written Both Suggestion General 9/18/2020

Land Use; 
Wetlands; 
Floodplain; 

Water Quality; 
Other

I am a Fish Habitat Biologist with the U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service, also Coordinator of 
Fishers & Farmers Partnership which works on fish habitat and water quality projects on 
private lands.  Projects include Prairie STRIPS, rotational grazing, cover cro

13 Dave Wennlund n/a Project Website Written Both General n/a 9/28/2020
Alternatives and 

Construction

I AM NOT in favor of squandering more taxpayer dollars on building/maintaining artificial 
dams on Vernon Co. streams. 
It's a waste of money.

14 Robert Haugen n/a Project Website Written Both General Suggestion 9/29/2020

Climate 
Variability; 

Alternatives and 
Construction

Those dams are obsolete. Climate change is making southeast Wisconsin wetter.

Time to remove them and think about better flood management methods.

15 Sura Faraj n/a Project Website Written Both General Suggestion 9/29/2020

Alternatives and 
Construction; 

Wetlands; Land 
Use

Hi, thanks for taking public input (also, just so you know, there's no Station 6, or the link 
isn't working).

It's ironic that part of the reasons dams are built are to prevent or mitigate flooding, and 
yet all over the country, the worst flooding is oft

16 George C. Wilbur Vernon County Project Website Written Both Suggestion General 9/30/2020
Alternatives and 

Construction; 
Socioeconomic

The dams should be repaired or rebuilt. if economical, as compared to the value of 
protecting life, crops, buildings, roads and bridges, and also of the property tax revenue 
from downstream properties that would be removed from the tax role if the dams ar

17 Tom Lukens n/a Project Website Written Both General Suggestion 10/1/2020
Alternatives and 

Construction; 
Land Use

My sincere hope is that land use practices which reduce erosion and increase water 
infiltration in the entire watershed will find a central place in the ultimate 
recommendations. Wide connected riparian corridors planted to deep-rooted natives 
should be c

18 Gregg Roberts n/a Project Website Written Both General Suggestion 10/8/2020 Socioeconomics
I believe that further consideration needs to be given to the people upstream from these 
dams. It is hard to believe that the dams holding back the water in a flood event doesn't 
effect their land. While I understand the desire to slow down the the flood 

19 Mike Mueller n/a Project Website Written Both Suggestion n/a 10/14/2020
Alternatives and 

Construction

I live in Liberty township and have installed on my property a structure that has shown 
itself to significantly decrease the impact major rain events will have on the surrounding 
area.
The dry run/dry bed on my property intersects with Old Hwy 56. In 2016
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20 Michael V. Mueller n/a Project Website Written Both Suggestion General 10/14/2020
Alternatives and 

Construction

As to any structures built I would suggest using non erodeable materials. At least for spill 
ways.
Also, it does not need to be solid all the way through but, rather the surface that the 
water contacts.
Materials like concrete canvas would work well.

21 Dena Eakles Town of Forest Project Website Written Both General Suggestion 10/16/2020
Alternatives and 

Construction

Thank you for the opportunity to weigh in on these important and long range 
considerations. I believe it will be in our best interest to focus on working with the water 
rather than against it. There is much to be learned from indigenous practices. And far

22 David Stakston n/a Project Website Written Coon Creek Suggestion n/a 9/14/2020
Alternatives and 

Construction

Rulland Coulee Creek should be reshaped into natural S curves and planted with river 
trees (cottonwood and willows) so the flood waters would be slowed down by the S 
curves and the debris in the flood would be collected by the trees and the debris would n

23 David Stakston n/a Project Website Written Coon Creek Question General 9/14/2020
Transportation 

and 
Infrastructure

After the flood of 2018 I heard a lot of comments that the bridge on HWY 14 by Coon 
Valley is too small and acts like a dam in big floods. Is the Hwy 14  bridge going to be 
redesigned to accommodate large floods in the future??

24 Jason Linzmaier n/a Project Website Written Coon Creek Question Suggestion 9/15/2020

Transportation 
and 

Infrastructure; 
Alternatives and 

Construction

Are there plans to restore the outlet of the Luckasson Dam (CC 21) through the valley 
paralleling Oboe Ave that was badly washed out in the flood? Stream restoration work on 
Rigdon's property is in progress, but will this effort be expanded to other parts

25 Chris Kirkpatrick
Mississippi Valley 

Conservancy
Email Written Coon Creek General Suggestion 10/15/2020

Alternatives and 
Construction; 

Land Use

I attended the Coon Creek Watershed Planning meeting this past September, and I would 
like to provide you with my public comments regarding the planning meeting. In addition 
to my cover letter I have completed the attached public input worksheet that prov

26 TINA MURRAY Landowner Project Website Written
West Fork 
Kickapoo

Question n/a 9/11/2020 Other How can we attend the meeting Sept 16th online?  Will there be a link?

27 Tina Murray Landowner Project Website Written
West Fork 
Kickapoo

Question n/a 9/16/2020 Socioeconomics
Has there been an economic study of the devastation of private and public land from the 
dams failing?

28 TINA MURRAY Landowner Project Website Written
West Fork 
Kickapoo

General Suggestion 9/16/2020
Biological 

Resources: Fish

Please add us to your mailing list as requested in the meeting per Keri Hill, thank you. This 
is regarding the location of the Fish Habitats placed in the WestFork of the Kickapoo.  
Greg Whal and other land owners also installed LUNKER Structures for Fish

29 Greg Wahl Landowner Project Website Written
West Fork 
Kickapoo

Suggestion General 9/16/2020
Recreation; 
Biological 

Resourses: Fish

I have properties on the West Fork and Seas Branch. I’ve planted many acres of native 
prairie and won a State award from TU for stream improvement work. I understand the 
need for flood protection dams. I think you should keep Seas Branch Pond at the lowes

30 Danny Deaver Landowner Project Website Written
West Fork 
Kickapoo

Suggestion General 9/18/2020
Land use; 

Recreation

I live on the west branch at Liberty. We have seen many floods. They get worse every 
time. The jersey valley dam , if repaired should be left empty. No lake. These dams were 
for flood control not recreation. The Primmer ,Yittri dam as all the dams should 

31 Marcy West n/a Project Website Written
West Fork 
Kickapoo

General n/a 9/29/2020 Other
Please ignore/delete previous comment - I assumed there was an electronic survey per 
question.
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32 Marcy West n/a Project Website Written
West Fork 
Kickapoo

General n/a 9/29/2020 Other
Opinions are my own, do not represent the Kickapoo Reserve Management nor Natural 
Resource Boards in this context.

33 Marcy West n/a Project Website Written
West Fork 
Kickapoo

General n/a 9/29/2020 Other Comments are my own opinions and do not represent any public affiliations.
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